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		Manage your Angular development using Reactive programming. Growing in popularity and now an essential part of any professional web developer's toolkit, Reactive programming can enrich your development and make your code more efficient.

	
		Featuring a core application to explore and build yourself, this book shows you how to utilize ngrx/store as a state management with Redux pattern, and how to utilize ngrx/effects to define a better and more robust application architecture. Through working code examples, you will understand every aspect of Reactive programming with Angular so that you'll be able to develop maintainable, readable code.

	
		Reactive Programming with Angular and ngrx  is ideal for developers already familiar with JavaScript, Angular, or other languages, and who are looking for more insight into their Angular projects. Use this book to start mastering Reactive programming today.




	What You'll Learn


	
		
			Construct components efficiently
	
			Utilize ngrx extensions and RxJS
	
			Organize state management with reducers, actions and side effects


	


	Who This Book Is For






	Developers who are already familiar with JavaScript and Angular and want to move onto more advanced development. 
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Identity Theft Handbook: Detection, Prevention, and SecurityJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
The magnitude of the identity theft and fraud problem is enormous. Identity fraud was identified as one of the top priorities of the Department of Justice, just prior to the terrorist attacks of 9/11. Naturally, everyone’s priorities changed after 9/11. The impact of identity theft and identity fraud is reaching a proportion and a level of...
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Cancer Modelling and Simulation (Chapman & Hall/CRC Mathematical and Computational Biology)CRC Press, 2003

	Understanding how cancer tumours develop and spread is vital for finding treatments and cures. Cancer Modelling and Simulation demonstrates how mathematical modelling and computer simulation techniques are used to discover and gain insight into the dynamics of tumour development and growth. It highlights the benefits of tumour modelling, such...
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Performance Tuning and Optimizing ASP.NET ApplicationsApress, 2003
Performance Tuning and Optimizing ASP.NET Applications provides a  detailed review of how to tune and optimize ASP.NET applications for maximum  performance. Currently, the market is being flooded with a slew of books on how  to write .NET applications, but so far there has not been a title that is  devoted to the more advanced topic of...
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Java Deep Learning Projects: Implement 10 real-world deep learning applications using Deeplearning4j and open source APIsPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Build and deploy powerful neural network models using the latest Java deep learning libraries

	
		Key Features

		
			Understand DL with Java by implementing real-world projects
	
			Master implementations of various ANN models and build your own DL systems
	
			Develop...
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The Microsoft Expression Web Developer's Guide to ASP.NET 3.5: Learn to create ASP.NET applications using Visual Web Developer 2008Que, 2007
Not long ago, I wrote a book on Expression Web called Special Edition Using Microsoft Expression Web. Expression Web is a great product that builds on the success of Microsoft FrontPage, and although many web designers (including myself) were excited about Expression Web, many were also disappointed to see the...
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SmartWatch Design Fundamentals: WatchFace Design for Samsung Galaxy SmartWatchesApress, 2019

	Gain concepts central to smartwatch design, editing and animation correction using the popular open source Galaxy Watch Designer software package. This visual guide builds upon the essential concepts of smartwatch design, decoration, digital imaging, animation, function integration, and visual effects, and gets more advanced as chapters...
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